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ABSTRACT

Extractive Question Answering (QA) focuses on extracting precise answers from a given paragraph to questions posed in natural language. Deep learning models are widely used to address this problem and can fetch good results, provided there exists enough data for learning. Such large datasets have been released in open domain, but not in specific domains, such as the medical domain. However, the medical domain has a great amount of resources such as UMLS thesaurus, ontologies such as SNOMED CT, and tools such as MetaMap etc that could be useful. In this paper, we apply transfer learning for getting a DNN baseline system on biomedical questions and we study if structured resources can help in selecting the answers based on the recognition of the Expected Answer Type (EAT), which has been proved useful in open domain QA systems. This study relies on different representations for LAT and we study if gold standard answers and answers of our model have some positive impact from the LAT.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Question Answering (QA) focuses on giving a user a precise answer to the questions posed in natural language. In previous evaluation conferences TREC and CLEF, the QA task was, given questions and a large corpus, to provide precise answers extracted from texts with their supporting passage. It involved complex systems, with a pipeline of modules. Since the availability of large training datasets \[7, 15, 17\], the task has been reformulated as a Machine Reading task: given a question and a paragraph, systems must extract the precise answer in the paragraph. This task is also called Extractive QA. Such a task can be helpful either in open domain, with questions about entities or events, or in specific domains. In this paper, we are interested about medical domain. Even though the lexicon used in these domains are quite different, the types of questions are rather similar and finding information about a gene, a disease or medical events, etc. and information about named entities in open domain have similar structures, and similar approaches can be applied.

One of the large scale datasets for extractive QA in open domain, is SQUAD\(^1\) which was released by \[17\] consisting of 100,000+ questions posed by crowdworkers on a set of Wikipedia passages. For medical domain, the BIOASQ challenge (Task B) - \[18\] provide questions with a set of snippets extracted from medical scientific articles. Biomedical questions with their exact answers, relevant text snippets, concepts, articles, summaries were constructed or selected by biomedical experts from around Europe \[13\]. An example question with one snippet from BIOASQ data is shown below:

| Question: What is the mode of inheritance of Wilson’s disease?  
| Answer: autosomal recessive  
| Snippets: The overall sex ratio of patients was nearly 1:1, and genetic analysis of 20 families confirmed an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance. |

Deep learning models are used widely to address the QA task in open domain and have been proven to be effective. Results of several Deep Neural Network (DNN) models using the SQUAD Dataset can be found on the leaderboard \(^2\). As it is impossible to create a large scale dataset for biomedical QA without extensive efforts of domain experts, transfer learning can be seen as an alternative approach to use DNN models for small scale biomedical QA as used by \[20\]. The authors train a deep neural network model based on FASTQA - \[19\] on open domain data using SQUAD dataset, and then use it to retrain the model on the BioAsq dataset. We use a similar approach for transfer learning with the DRQA model by \[3\] as it obtains comparable results on open domain QA and its implementation is available\(^2\).

In this paper we are interested to study if adding knowledge belonging to structured resources can help in re-ranking or selecting answers provided by the DNN model. In former QA systems (non deep learning approaches) on text, one of the main criteria for selecting an answer is based on recognizing the Expected Answer Type (EAT) or Lexical Answer Type (LAT) in order to do a matching with candidate answers. It relies on named entity recognition and additional resources, as text corpus and knowledge bases, have been used for improving this verification \[4–6\]. Biomedical domain has great amount of resources such as UMLS thesaurus, ontologies such

---

\(^1\)https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/  
\(^2\)https://github.com/facebookresearch/DrQA
Thus, we study if this feature may have a role on getting better pretrained word embedding space; 2) Neural layer: RNN or LSTM, input question words and input passage words are encoded using a reader by [3] to the biomedical domain.

3 QA SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We present here the adaptation of an existing model named DRQA reader by [3] to the biomedical domain. DRQA reader has three components: 1) Input layer: where the input question words and input passage words are encoded using a pretrained word embedding space; 2) Neural layer: RNN or LSTM networks; 3) Output layer or decoding layer: where the outputs are start and end tokens representing a span of an extracted answer.

In the input layer, word embeddings are used to encode the words of paragraphs and questions into vectors, along with textual features such as Part of Speech tags, Named-Entity tokens, Term frequencies of the words in the paragraph. Authors use **Aligned question embeddings** where an attention score captures the similarity between paragraph words and questions words. Neural layer, where the core DNN model is defined uses different NN architectures to capture semantic similarities between the QA pairs. In the output layer, two independent classifiers use a bilinear term to capture the similarity between paragraph words and question words and compute the probabilities of each token being start and end of the answer span. An argmax value over the unnormalized exponential is calculated on the spans, to get a final prediction.

**Figure 1: Transfer learning from open domain to biomedical domain**

We apply transfer learning as in [20] where the authors train a neural network model based on FASTQA [19] on open domain data using SQUAD dataset, and then use it to retrain the model on the BIOASQ dataset as shown in the Figure 1. Following this model, we first train the DRQA model on SQUAD dataset with its default hyperparameters, and then retrain the model on BIOASQ questions. Several embedding spaces were tested as input vectors [8] and the best performing ones which were the Glove embeddings, were chosen as input to the system.

The BioAsq task is a little different from the SQUAD task. BioAsq provides several snippets that have been considered as relevant by medical experts. Thus, for a same question, the system takes as input each pair with the question and a snippet. In that way, several answers will be predicted for a question from several snippets. We can also notice that some of the snippets does not contain the answer, or the answer is not justified regarding the question, i.e. the snippet contains relevant but non-answerable text extract. Our model predicts one scored answer by snippet, and the final result is made of the ordered list of answers for a same question.

We will keep the 5 top answers to study them regarding the EAT representation.

The DNN model does not make use any LAT information or any medical domain related resources. Thus the goal is to study if it can be interesting to add information regarding the LAT, or if the embeddings and the attention model of the model already capture such information.
4 VERIFICATION OF THE EXPECTED ANSWER TYPE

Expected Answer Type or Lexical Answer Type (LAT) helps to identify the type of answers which are to be returned for a question. EAT can be a named entity, number, address, year etc. in open domain, and medical entities such as disease names, genes, drugs, symptoms etc. in biomedical domain. Here is an example below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question: What disease in Loxapine prominently used for?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answer: schizophrenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected/Lexical Answer Type: disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Group: DISO Disease or Syndrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this regard, [14] released a corpus of LAT annotations for BioAsq questions\(^3\) which were manually annotated with LAT words into them and their semantic types from UMLS.

4.1 Material

In our experiments, we consider different representations for the LAT:

- the semantic group the LAT refers to, which can be inferred from semantic types from the UMLS semantic network\(^4\) (SGLAT);
- a word embedding LAT (WELAT).

For computing WELAT when the LAT is made of several words, we compute the average of each word embedding of the LAT. When a word has no embedding, we set its vector to 0. We use Word2Vec skipgram model with 300 dimensions from [12] for computing word embeddings on the biomedical texts of BioAsq 5A task data which consist of 12.8 Million PUBMED articles.

To determine if the recognition of the LAT can be useful for selecting an answer, we study if we can match the LAT given in the annotated corpus (the gold standard LAT for questions (GoldAns)) and with the answers given by our QA system (PredAns).

First we compute the semantic groups for the GoldLATs by implying the relations between semantic types and semantic groups in the UMLS semantic network\(^5\). Then we annotate the answers by using MetaMap to obtain the semantic groups of each answers if they exist. We get the correct answers to the questions of the LAT corpus from the GoldStandard data given by BioAsq organizers. We add to these lists the different forms of the answers found in the snippets (short forms, abbreviations etc.). The objective is to perform a realistic automatic evaluation\(^6\).

4.2 Experiments and Results

For the experiments, we consider only the factoid questions from BiomedLat corpus. We split the dataset into train and test set (80% train and 20% test). The statistics reported in the Figure 2 are for the factoid question test set.

We compute cosine similarities between LAT word embeddings in questions and three different answer word embeddings which are detailed below:

- GoldStandard-maxCosine (crossed points): Answer words are Gold standard data annotated with all answer representations that have the maximal cosine similarity with WELAT.
- DRQA-cosine-top1 (triangular points): Answer words are top 1 answers from DRQA output. The similarities of correct (resp. false) answers are plotted above (resp. below) the X-axis.
- DRQA-maxCosine (round points): Answer words are from top 5 answers of DRQA output that have the maximal cosine similarity with WELAT. The similarities of correct (resp. false) answers are plotted above (resp. below) the X-axis.

From Figure 2, we can see that gold standard answers (GoldStandard-maxCosine) show a significant correlation with LAT in terms of word embeddings, although there are 6 questions whose LAT have 0 similarity with WELAT caused by missing word embeddings for the medical domain vocabulary. Another clear observation is that many of top-1 wrong answers from DRQA system have low similarities (less than 0.25), which indicates that we could remove some wrong answers according to this criterion.

Moreover, Figure 2 shows that there are around 50% top-1 answers having zero similarity with question LAT. This could be caused by the out-of-vocabulary problem of word embeddings such as short answers with specific words that have never appeared in the training corpus.

For the round points below the X-axis, they also present an important similarity (around 0.5) correlation with WELAT, which means that by simply selecting the answer with highest similarity as the best answer is not an effective strategy. Indeed, when we used this re-ranking strategy to select one answer from DRQA candidate answers, the strict accuracy with respect to the annotated gold standard decreased from 38% to 33%. Again, the missing word embedding for correct answers has a strong impact on this results.

The observations above show that a fine-grained study of word embeddings is important for medical QA systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Answer count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold standard data</td>
<td>40/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRQA correct top-1 output</td>
<td>18/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRQA wrong top-1 output</td>
<td>16/36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine the importance of SGLAT in answer words, we studied if the semantic group of the question LAT words are present in the answers. We report this on three datasets, one being the Gold standard questions in BIOMEDLAT corpus and other two being the correct and wrong outputs of DRQA system (top-1).

Table 1 shows the count of matches of SGLAT and answer words. It is clear that many correct answers (gold standard - 40/59) have a matching SGLAT. For DRQA outputs, we compute how many correct and wrong top-1 answers has a matching SGLAT. From the reported findings, there are more correctly answered DRQA outputs (18/23) with matching SGLAT than the wrong ones.

\(^3\)https://github.com/mariananieves/BioMedLAT
\(^4\)https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/SemanticTypesAndGroups.shtml
\(^6\)Note that we did the same annotation of all the training data so that the models built on such datasets should learn from all kinds of forms of answers.
Figure 2: The distribution of answers in three different answering settings for 59 questions: the red crossed points are for gold-standard answers that have the maximal similarity with the question LAT word embedding; So all the crossed points are correct answers. The blue round points above the X-axis are correct answers returned by DRQA system with maximal cosine similarity with WELAT; The round points under the X-axis are false answers found by DRQA system with maximal cosine similarity. The absolute value is the similarity. The green triangles stand for the top-1 results of DRQA system, where the upper parts are correct answers and the low parts are wrong answers.

Using the semantic group annotations from UMLS should have positive impact on the performance of QA systems.

5 CONCLUSION

The expected type of answer of questions has proved to be very useful in former feature-based QA systems as it allows to select correct answers in texts according to their matching type. Nowadays, end-to-end neural network models have been successfully developed for answering questions, in particular in open domain where large datasets were released. These models avoid complex feature engineering. However their adaptation to a specific domain, as medical (bio-medical) domain, by transfer learning shows lower results. Thus we wanted to study if adding some information about LAT could help for improving their results. In this paper, we studied different representations of the LAT, based on structured taxonomy or word embeddings, and showed a correlation with the correct answers. When comparing with the answers provided by our model, we can show that wrong answers might be withdrawn when adding such a criterion and that the computation of word embedding for biomedical terms has to be improved for a neural network based
QA system. In the future, we will study on how we can model this information in our system.
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